SAFEGUARD YOUR DIGITAL BUSINESS, WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT

CLOUD-BASED SECURITY THAT PROTECTS YOUR NETWORKS, AROUND THE CLOCK

Fast developments in technology mean big opportunities for businesses to grow online. But what vulnerabilities do they open your business up to? External agents can expose your critical networks to serious breaches that disrupt your services and put your customers at risk.

Tata Communications’ Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing services safeguard you from these threats. We help you detect and remove hazards on networks and web applications, before they develop.

• Identify and protect against network and web application vulnerabilities
• Investigate how exploitable these are, from a hacker’s perspective
• Detect malware on web applications and assess their impact
• Secure customers’ data and guarantee a seamless experience
TRUSTED SECURITY SERVICES THAT WON’T DISRUPT YOUR BUSINESS

New technology has opened up a new world of digital opportunities. But embracing them comes with ever-increasing security risks – from remote exploits and data leakage to data theft. So how can you protect your IT infrastructure against vulnerabilities you haven’t yet identified?

Our Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing services offer the safeguard your business needs. Delivered via a Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud model, there’s no additional software to install or download, and no disruption to your business. For any business serious about minimising online vulnerabilities in their systems, it’s a critical tool.

Peace of mind. Across the globe.

Wherever you’re based and wherever the threat might be, our Security Operations Centre monitors and manages your online security – 24/7/365. Regular remote scans help prevent breaches that traditional security measures like firewalls can no longer detect. They also identify growing risks, and prevent them from developing.

In short, we give you clearer visibility of your security measures, assess how effective they are in practice, and suggest methods to strengthen and improve them. So take control of your online security with Tata Communications’ Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing services – to help protect your business, and your customers.

KEY NETWORK VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT AND TESTING FEATURES

• Accurately detect vulnerabilities through rapid network mapping and regular, scheduled scans across all of your devices
• Test for and identify emerging network vulnerabilities to prevent external agents from accessing them

KEY APPLICATION VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT AND TESTING FEATURES

• Proactively discover vulnerabilities in web applications using authenticated and un-authenticated scanning, protecting your brand and your visitors
• Continually test for application vulnerabilities using a cloud based model that won’t interrupt your services

KEY BENEFITS

• Utilise SaaS cloud model without installation or download requirements
• Seamlessly integrate with SIEM and WAF
• Customise our services, or select a package that best suits your needs
• Reduce security overheads, and maximise your existing infrastructure and resources
• Access best-in-class reporting and recommendations, on par with industry leaders
• Gain unlimited access to our professional, certified security team online, and over the phone

For further information, visit us at www.tatacommunications.com
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